Cube Hydraulic Lifts

CUBE ULTRA
PREMIUM
HYDRAULIC
LIFT
Beautiful Elevators to
install within walls or any
opaque structure

CUBE ULTRA
LUXURY
HYDRAULIC
LIFT
Capsule Glass Lifts which
should be installed within
a glass shaft

WE MAINTAIN QUALITY STANDARDS

Cube Elevators
has certifications by international bodies for

Start Moving Safely in Style

Pro's & Con's of Hydraulic Li t
Pro's
Hydraulic Lifts are completely customized for any
size.
These are Pitless lifts.
These lifts can be installed in a self-supported Iron
structure.
These Home Elevators are wall mounted.
Entrance and exit can be provided on any three
sides.
As support will be taken only on one side, we can
provide small capsule lift.
Doesn’t consume power while coming down.
Machine can be kept outside home and can easily
be accessed by anyone, to bring the cabin to ground
level even in case of complete technical failure.
Luxurious glass lift models are possible which are
worth spending money.
High quality Italian imported equipment with Indian
manufactured customized cabin designs.
Automatic, Semi Automatic openable and Manual
door options with full safety are possible.
Con's
Can be installed only up to a maximum of Ground + 4 floors.
Floor level will change with heavy usage.
For optimal usage, it should not be used more than 10 times
per hour.
When compared with standard electrical lifts, hydraulic lifts
are expensive.

What is a Hydraulic Lift?
Hydraulic Lift consists of an Oil Tank, which is known
as a PowerPack which will have Valves, Oil, Pump
inside oil connected through a Hose Pipe to the
cylinder. Inside the Cylinder the piston will move up
and down, which is connected to the cabin by a rope.

When should you choose a Hydraulic Lift?
If you do not want to go for a pit, head room and
machine room above the lift, then the right choice is
Hydraulic. Also if your staircase is located inside the
house then go for Hydraulic lift as machine will be
outside the house, it is easy to access in case of
emergency.

How does a Hydraulic Lift work?
From the oil tank, oil will be pumped into the cylinder
and so the piston will move up and down. The piston
will be connected to the cabin and for every one foot
of the piston travel, the cabin will move two feet. So
we avoid the pit and extra space/headroom above the
last landing.

Is pit required in a Hydraulic Lift?
If you do not wish to have a pit for your hydraulic lift,
then you would go for an 8-inch step in front of the
elevator. Or else you much at least go for an 8 inches
pit. The reason behind this is due to the bottom of
the cabin should be strong enough to carry the load.

How much power does a this Lift consume?
Power consumption will depend on the load
capacity. However, hydraulic home lifts
don’t consume power while coming down, as they
use gravity to get down. Oil will flow back to the
power pack from the cylinder while lift moves down.
When the elevator is not in use, it still consumes
about 24 watts per hour and so a minimum bill of Rs
200 per month would come.
For a 2-4 Passenger elevator for Ground+1 floor and
Ground +2 floors, you will have a 5500-watt machine.
If it’s for a Ground +3 floors then you would have a
7500 watt machine and if it is for a glass lift or for a 6
passenger lift then the machine will be 9500 watt
machine

What is the cost of a Hydraulic Home Lift?
In Cube Hydraulic lifts we give utmost priority to the
long life of the elevator and so give importance to
the quality. We have Indian as well as Italian models.
Total price depends on several factors like type of
doors, whether we are installing the lift in civil lift
shaft or a self-supported shaft.
To know price of Cube Elevators and specification of
all available models with different options
Click Here

CUBE ULTRA
PREMIUM
HYDRAULIC
LIFT
Stainless Steel 304 designed
Cabin - hairline / Mirror / Matt
Automatic Air Blower
Automatic Proximity Sensor
operated LED Lighting
PVC Mat flooring
Laser Cut Designed Fall Ceiling
Auto Lubrication System
Cube Hydraulic Kit with Italian
Pump with German Valves
Emergency Lighting system
when Power off - Battery
operated
Emergency Alarm on Top of the
cabin
Emergency Alarm at Ground
Floor with single touch
operation
Intercom Option inbuilt in Cabin
Wall mounted Mirror finished
Stainless Steel Panels at
Landings as well as Cabin
Automatic Rescue Drive system
- to bring cabin to nearest
ground level in case of power off
Music while travelling with Door
Opening Announcer and floor
announcer
High End Wiring Kit
User Friendly Simple Loop
System Microprocessor based
Controller
Ushamartin 8 mm ropes
Infrared Safety sensor inside the
cabin
Auto Safety Brakes in power off
situation
36 Months Warranty from the
date of delivery
12 Months Free service from the
date of handing over the
elevator

CUBE ULTRA
LUXURY
HYDRAULIC
LIFT
Stainless Steel 304 designed
Cabin - Glass Capsule Lift
Automatic Air Blower
Automatic Proximity Sensor
operated LED Lighting
PVC Mat flooring
Laser Cut Designed Fall Ceiling
Auto Lubrication System
Cube Hydraulic Kit with Italian
Pump with German Valves
(ItalEmergency Lighting system
when Power off - Battery
operated
Emergency Alarm on Top of the
cabin
Emergency Alarm at Ground
Floor with single touch
operation
Intercom Option inbuilt in Cabin
Touch Panels at Landings as well
as Cabin
Automatic Rescue Drive system
- to bring cabin to nearest
ground level in case of power off
Music while travelling with Door
Opening Announcer and floor
announcer
High End Wiring Kit
User Friendly Simple Loop
System Microprocessor based
Controller
Ushamartin 8 mm ropes
Infrared Safety sensor inside the
cabin
Auto Safety Brakes in power off
situation
40 Months Warranty from the
date of delivery
12 Months Free service from the
date of handing over the
elevator

Where can you get these li ts Installed?
Cube Hydraulic Lifts can be installed as wall mounted
elevators. within any minimum space. Following are our
standard sizes:
1 Passenger elevator - 3 feet by 3 feet internal dimension
required.
2 Passenger elevator - 3 feet width by 4 feet depth
internal dimension required.
3 Passenger elevator - 4 feet by 4 feet internal
dimension required.
4 Passenger elevator - 5 feet by 5 feet internal
dimension required.
5 Passenger elevator - 6 feet by 5 feet internal
dimension required.
6 Passenger elevator - 6 feet by 6 feet internal
dimension required.
For passenger elevators, according international
standards, load should be calculated as 68 kgs per
passenger and minimum size per passenger should be
1.8 sqft and should not exceed 2 sqft per passenger.
In Cube Hydraulics, apart from the standard mentioned
sizes above, we do custom made elevators according to
available space.
Whether is it a old existing building or a new
construction, Cube Lifts can fit into any space with one
side 9 inch red brick wall support or 6 inch concrete
wall support.

DIFFERENCES
CUBE ULTRA
PREMIUM
HYDRAULIC
LIFT

CUBE ULTRA
LUXURY
HYDRAULIC
LIFT

If elevator is getting
installed in between walls
and the cabin outer look is
not visible then this lift is
recommended as it has a
beautiful Stainless cabin.

If there is no lift well or if
the lift shaft is Transparent
- glass / poly-carbonate
then the lift cabin is visible
from outside and so the
cabin should be with glass
on all the sides with
Stainless steel frame.

SS CABIN

GLASS CABIN

SS BUTTONS

TOUCH PANELS

This elevator is
recommended to install in
between opaque structures
- lift civil shafts, Iron
structured covered with
Aluminium composite
panel, plywood, etc

This elevator is
recommended to install in
between oly Transparent
structures - lift civil shafts
with provision for capsule
lifts.

30 MONTHS INITIAL
WARRANTY WITH
EXTENDED WARRANTY
UPTO 8 YEARS

40 MONTHS INITIAL
WARRANTY WITH
EXTENDED WARRANTY
UPTO 10 YEARS

Price Cube Hydraulic Ultra Premium
G+1
G+2
G+3
G+4

₹ 6,00,000 + GST
₹ 7,25,000 + GST
₹ 8,50,000 + GST
₹ 9,75,000 + GST

Installation charges within 90 days ₹50,000 + GST
Installation charges within 30 days
₹1,00,000 + GST
If there is no civil shaft to install elevator then the
lift can be installed by taking support of any wall
then all the other sides needs to be covered with
any opaque material.
In case if there is no support to take then a MS
Tube Structure with 4 mm thickness is used with
100 mm x 100 mm or 72 mm x 72 mm
ACP Opaque outer covering along with MS
Structure will cost
G+1
G+2
G+3
G+4

₹2,65,000 + GST
₹3,25,000 + GST
₹3,85,000 + GST
₹4,45,000 + GST

To know price of all the models available at Cube
Elevators and specification of all available models
with different options

Always check for updated pricelist - Click Here

Price of Cube Hydraulic Ultra Luxury
G+1
G+2
G+3
G+4

₹ 7,00,000
₹ 8,50,000
₹ 10,00,000
₹ 11,50,000

+ GST
+ GST
+ GST
+ GST

Installation charges within 90 days ₹50,000 + GST
Installation charges within 30 days
₹1,00,000 + GST
This lift is installed by taking support of any wall
then all the other sides needs to be covered with
any Transparent material.
In case if there is no support to take then a MS
Tube Structure with 4 mm thickness is used with
100 mm x 100 mm or 72 mm x 72 mm
Toughend 10 mm Glass / 4mm Clear Polycarbonate
outer covering along with MS Structure will cost
G+1
G+2
G+3
G+4

₹3,35,000 + GST
₹4,00,000 + GST
₹4,65,,000 + GST
₹5,30,000 + GST

To know price of all the models available at Cube
Elevators and specification of all available models
with different options

Always check for updated pricelist - Click Here

Collapsible Gates

MS Powder Small Vision
Semi Automatic Door

IFG / Accordian Gates

SS Big Vision Semi
Automatic Door

MS Powder Coated Manual
Telescopic Doors with Small Vision

SS Glass Manual Telescopic
Doors with Big Vision

MS Powder Coated Automatic
Telescopic Doors Plain Doors

SS Glass Automatic Telescopic
Doors with Big Vision

SS Plain Automatic Center
Opening Door

SS Small vision glass Center
opening Automatic Door

SS Small vision holes Automatic
Center Opening Door

SS Glass Automatic Center
opening Doors with Big Vision

SS Full vision glass Telescopic
Automatic Door

SS Full vision glass Center opening
Automatic Door

SS Gold finished Big vision
glass Center opening
Automatic Door

Optional Door Prices
G+1
Note: If no other door options are selected
then the elevator comes with collapsible
doors.
If imperforated / IFG doors are selected
then an additional charge of
Rs 20,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic MS Powder coated Glass
doors are selected then an additional cost
of
Rs 70,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic SS framed Glass doors
are selected then an additional cost of
Rs 1,00,000+ GST
If Automatic SS framed glass doors are
selected then an additional cost of
Rs 2,00,000+ GST
For all other door options Always check for updated
price list - Click Here

Optional Door Prices
G+2
Note: If no other door options are selected
then the elevator comes with collapsible
doors.
If imperforated / IFG doors are selected
then an additional charge of
Rs 30,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic MS Powder coated Glass
doors are selected then an additional cost
of
Rs 1,00,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic SS framed Glass doors
are selected then an additional cost of
Rs 1,40,000+ GST
If Automatic SS framed glass doors are
selected then an additional cost of
Rs 2,25,000+ GST
For all other door options Always check for updated
price list - Click Here

Optional Door Prices
G+3
Note: If no other door options are selected
then the elevator comes with collapsible
doors.
If imperforated / IFG doors are selected
then an additional charge of
Rs 40,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic MS Powder coated Glass
doors are selected then an additional cost
of
Rs 1,30,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic SS framed Glass doors
are selected then an additional cost of
Rs 1,80,000+ GST
If Automatic SS framed glass doors are
selected then an additional cost of
Rs 2,90,000+ GST
For all other door options Always check for updated
price list - Click Here

Optional Door Prices
G+4
Note: If no other door options are selected
then the elevator comes with collapsible
doors.
If imperforated / IFG doors are selected
then an additional charge of
Rs 50,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic MS Powder coated Glass
doors are selected then an additional cost
of
Rs 1,60,000+ GST
If Semi Automatic SS framed Glass doors
are selected then an additional cost of
Rs 2.20,000+ GST
If Automatic SS framed glass doors are
selected then an additional cost of
Rs 3,55,000+ GST
For all other door options Always check for updated
price list - Click Here

